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Abstract. Tweets exchanged over the Internet are an important source
of information even if their characteristics make them difficult to analyze
(e.g., a maximum of 140 characters; noisy data). In this paper, we investigate two different problems. The first one is related to the extraction of
representative terms from a set of tweets. More precisely we address the
following question: are traditional information retrieval measures appropriate when dealing with tweets?. The second problem is related to the
evolution of tweets over time for a set of users. With the development of
data mining approaches, lots of very efficient methods have been defined
to extract patterns hidden in the huge amount of data available. More
recently new spatio-temporal data mining approaches have specifically
been defined for dealing with the huge amount of moving object data
that can be obtained from the improvement in positioning technology.
Due to particularity of tweets, the second question we investigate is the
following: are spatio-temporal mining algorithms appropriate for better
understanding the behavior of communities over time? These two problems are illustrated through real applications concerning both health and
political tweets.

1

Introduction

In recent years, the development of social and collaborative Web 2.0 underlines
the central and active role of users in collaborative networks. Blogs to spread
diaries, RSS news to track last information on a specific topic, tweets to publish
social actions, are now extremely widespread. Easy to create and manage these
tools are used by Internet users, businesses or other organizations to communicate about themselves and the growing use of this technology starts to influence
many aspect of the real life. Furthermore, this data represents an important
source of information that can be exploited in the decision making process.

Since its introduction in 2006, the Twitter website6 has become so popular
that it is currently ranked as the 10th most visited site over the world7 . In
January 2012, Twitter has been visited 2.5 billion times and in October 2011,
more than 250 million tweets are posted every day with a user base of about
300 million people. Basically, Twitter is a platform for microblogging. It means
that it is a system for sharing information where users can either follow other
users who post short messages (i.e. 140 characters), or can be followed. When
a user follows a person, the user receives all messages from this person, and in
turn, when that user tweets, all his followers will receive the messages. Tweets
are associated with meta-information that cannot be included in messages (e.g.,
date, location, etc.) or included in the message in the form of tags having a
special meaning. For example the tag @username means that you are sending a
message to a particular user, the # topic assigns a specific topic, RT means that
the message was re-tweeted, i.e. send to all the followers.
Actually, by taking into account all this meta-information, we can observe that
tweets can be represented in a multidimensional way with, for instance, one
dimension for the location, one dimension for the time, one dimension for the
set of words used, etc. In this context, different systems were proposed to analyze
this flow of information [1–3]. For instance, they can focus on event detection
[3], Name Entity recognition [4], can combine different types of information such
as timeline and sentiment features [5] or even analyze propagation from specific
features such as hashtags [6].
Nevertheless all these approaches do not really exploit their multidimensional
characteristics. In [7], we propose to address these multidimensional characteristics by focusing on datawarehouses [8] since they provide very efficient tool
for the storage and analysis of multidimensional and historized data. Our main
goal was to using the facilities provided by these tool to manipulate a set of indicators (measures) according to the different dimensions obtained from tweets
and for which we can be provide some hierarchies. Furthermore associated operators (e.g., Roll-up, Drill-down, etc.) allow an intuitive navigation on different
levels of the hierarchy. In this paper we focus on the problems associated with
the definition of such measures when dealing with hierarchies and propose some
extension that are well adapted to our concern. In order to illustrate how such
a tool can be useful we report some results on experiments conducted on the
health domain.
By using a multidimensional tool we are able to really help the end user to analyze the data over time. Nevertheless one problem remains. As we are provided
with a huge amount of data, applying data mining techniques seems relevant
to highlight knowledge hidden in the data. Among the different techniques we
investigate if pattern mining approaches are appropriate to understand users’
behaviors. More precisely we focus on trajectory mining algorithms to analyze
behavior of communities of user. Basically they are defined for dealing with
spatio-temporal data. We show that measures defined for tweet datawarehouse
6
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can also be used to define new kinds of trajectories related to tweet terms rather
than spatial information. We illustrate some trajectories that can be extracted
from the analysis of the evolution of French political communities8 over Twitter
during 2012 which was particularly important for French political communities
dues the two main elections: Presidential and Legislative.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates
how multidimensional characteristics can be handled and focus on different kinds
of useful measures. It also illustrates some results by using tweets related to
diseases. We address the problem of pattern mining in Section 3. After a brief
presentation of trajectory approaches we illustrate how these patterns can be
useful to understand users’ behaviors over time. Finally Section 4 concludes the
paper and presents future work.

2

Towards a Datawarehouse for Analyzing Tweets

In this section we propose a minimal model for dealing with multidimensional
characteristics of tweets. We mainly focus on three dimensions: the dimension
Word corresponding to the set of words (or terms) that can be extracted from
tweets, the dimension location that can be extracted from metadata and the
time dimension. Furthermore we illustrate the model through tweets expressed
in the health domain.
2.1

The Model

According to [9], a fact table F is defined on the schema D = {T, . . . , Tn , M }
where Ti (i = 1, .., n) are the dimensions and M stands for a measure. Each
dimension Ti is defined over a domain D partitioned into a set of categories Cj .
We thus have D = ∪j Cj . D is also provided with a partial order ⊑D to compare
the values of the domain D. Each category represents the values associated with
a level of granularity. We note e ∈ D to specify that e is a value of the dimension
D if there is a category Cj ⊆ D such that e ∈ ∪j Cj . Note that two special
categories are distinguished and are present on all dimensions: ⊥D et ⊤D ∈ CD
corresponding respectively to the level of finer and higher granularity. In our
approach, the partial order defined on the domains of the dimensions stands for
the inclusion of keywords associated to the values of the dimensions. Thus, let
e1 , e2 ∈ ∪j Cj be two values, we have e1 ⊑D e2 if e1 is logically contained in e2 .
Example 1 Figure 1 illustrates the location dimension having a hierarchy such
that ⊥location = City ≤ State ≤ Country ≤ ⊤location . The values of the dimension are dom(Localisation) = {New York, Albany, Los Angeles, Northeastern,
California, United States, ...} divided into these categories (levels of granularity)
as follows: City = {N ewY ork, Albany, Los Angeles}, State={Northeastern,
8
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Fig. 1. A part of the hierarchy associated Fig. 2. An example of a schema for dealing
to the location dimension.
with tweets in the health domain.

California}, Country = {U nited States...}. The partial order ⊑D over the values of dimensions can be generalized to categories: for C1 , C2 ∈ CD , we thus
have C1 ≤D C2 if ∃e1 ∈ C1 , e2 ∈ C2 such as e1 ⊑D e2 . For example, we have
Los Angeles ⊑D California ⊑D United States ⊑D ⊤. The taking into account of
the dynamic hierarchy is such that all categories of this dimension must respect
the defined partial order.
Figure 2 illustrates the associated schema. We find the dimension location and
the dimension time as ⊥temps = day ≤ month ≤ semester ≤ year ≤ ⊤temps . For
the hierarchy, we use the MeSH (Medical Subject Headings)9 National Library
of Medicine’s controlled vocabulary thesaurus. It consists of sets of terms naming
descriptors in a twelve-level hierarchy that permits searching at various levels of
specificity. At the most general level of the hierarchical structure are very broad
headings such as ”Anatomy” or ”Mental Disorders”. More specific headings are
found at more narrow levels, such as ”Ankle” and ”Conduct Disorder”. In 2011,
26,142 descriptors are available in MeSH. There are also over 177,000 entry
terms that assist in finding the most appropriate MeSH Heading, for example,
”Vitamin C” is an entry term to ”Ascorbic Acid”.
2.2

Some Proposed Measures

Traditionally, the T F -IDF measure (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency), introduced by [10], is a very useful measure that giving greater weight
to the discriminant terms and can thus be well adapted to our concern. As a first
step, it is necessary to compute the frequency of a term (Term Frequency) corresponding to the number of occurrences of the term in the document10 . Thus,
9
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for the document dj and the term ti , the frequency of the term in the document
is given by the following equation:
ni,j
T Fi,j = P
k nk,j

where ni,j stands for the number of occurrences of the term ti in dj . The denominator is the number of occurrences of all terms in the document dj .
The IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) measures the importance of the term
in the corpus. It is defined as follows:
IDFi = log2

|D|
|{dj : ti ∈ dj }|

where |D| stands for the total number of documents in the corpus and |{dj :
ti ∈ dj }| is the number of documents having the term ti .
Finally, the TD-IDF is obtained as follows:
T F -IDFi,j = T Fi,j × IDFi
Nevertheless relying only on knowledge of the hierarchy in a cube does not always
allow a good aggregation (i.e., corresponding to a real situation). For instance,
the characteristics of the words in tweets are not necessarily the same in a State
and in a City.
In [7], in a very different context, we proposed a new measure called T F IDFadaptative . This measure has been defined in order not to focus on the number
of documents but rather to the number of documents for a specific class and take
into account the level in the hierarchy. So in our case, this measure is well adapted
for handling available hierarchies as it does not calculate the representative terms
from the number of documents but rather from the desired class at a specific
level. It is defined as follows:
|E k |
ni,j
× log2 k
T Fi,j − IDFik = P
|{ej : ti ∈ ekj }|
k nk,j

where |E k | stands for the total number of elements of type k (in our example,
k = {City, State, Country}) which corresponds to the level of the hierarchy that
the decision maker wants to aggregate. |{ej : ti ∈ ej }| is relative to the number
of elements of type k where the term ti appears. Thus, we define IDF adaptive as
follows:
m
IDFiCl = log2
|{Cl : ti ∈ Cl }|
where m stands for the total number of communities. |{Cl : ti ∈ Cl }| is the
number of communities Cl where the term ti appears.
Actually, this adaptive measure can be easily generalized for taking into
account the different level of the hierarchies as well as the information the user

is interested in. Then it is possible to define a context C =hn, l, typei where n
stands for one node in the hierarchy, l the level of the hierarchy the user would
like to extract information and type corresponds to the type of information, i.e.
element of a specific level (e.g. city) or tweets for this level. For a context C and
a term ti , the Generalized IDF is defined as follows:
Generalized IDFC,i,j∈type = log2

|typel |
f (type)

where |typel | stands for the total number of elements of type type occurring in
the scope of n at the level l of the hierarchy. f (type) is defined as:

if type = ExtensionD |{dj : ti ∈ ExtensionD (n, l)}|
f (type) =
else
|{nk : ∃ti ∈ docs(nkl ) and nkl ∈ Ext(n, l)}|
Depending on the value of type, the f (type) function returns either the number
of documents specified in the extension having the term ti or the number of
nodes having at least one document with the term ti .
Finally, for a context C and a term ti , the Generalized TF-IDF is defined as:
Generalized T F -IDFC,i,j∈type = T Fi,j × Generalized IDFi,j
2.3

Illustration

In this section we illustrate how such a model can be useful for the decision
maker. To extract the tweets related to the vocabulary used in MeSH, we focus
on the tweets related to ”Disease” and request Twitter by using all the terms of
the corresponding hierarchy. We thus collected 1,801,310 tweets from Janurary
2010 to February 2011 having at least one term of the Disease hierarchy. Experiments were performed by using PostgreSQL 8.4 with the Pentaho Mondrian
3.20 environment. Visualization are done by using the visualization set of tools
provided by Google are
Figure 3 shows the distribution of words hepatitis, leukomia and pneunomia
over the period (excluding US). We can note that the word pneunomia appears
a lot in the set of tweets in January 2009 and in February 2010. By using visualization tools it is possible to visualize the worldwide coverage of this disease
(Figure 4). This coverage is obtained by fixing the location dimension and by
examining the countries for which this word has been selected as more relevant
for a country with our measures.
In Figure 4 we can notice that pneunomia has been extensively reported in
tweets from Russia, India, Ecuador or Australia. News available at that period
might be useful to better understanding this behavior. For instance, in the second
week of January 2001, the British singer Trish Keenan died of pneumonia after
contracting swine flu in Australia11 and, in Ecuador, an alarm over cases of severe
11
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the use of words Fig. 4. Distribution of the use of the word
pneumonia, hepatitis and leukemia over pneunomia.
the period (top) and for January and
February (bottom).

pneumonia similar to the H1N1 virus was triggered after that the Merced hospital
has received 35 cases, 18 occurred in the first week of January, and reported that
two people died. and just as serious12 . In Russia also, In December of 2010, in
Yurga /Kemerovo region, over 200 soldiers were taken to hospitals with a bad
cold and several people were in critical condition: severe pneumonia13 . All these
events were extensively tweeted or re-tweeted in these countries.

3

Pattern Mining for Tweets

Usually pattern mining approaches focus on extracting different kinds of patterns
(i.e. itemsets, sequences, trees, graphs, etc) hidden in the database. Using these
patterns for analyzing tweets is one of the topic addressed by some research
work. In this paper we investigate another kind of patterns coming from a very
different context: spatio-temporal patterns. Our main objective is to highlight
that knowledge extracting can be very useful for the decision maker. Basically,
spatio-temporal patterns are defined in a totally different context (i.e spatiotemporal data) and aim to identify groups of moving objects for which a strong
relationship and interaction exist within a defined spatial region during a given
time duration. Recently, many patterns have been defined such as flocks [11],
convoys [12], swarms, closed swarms [13], moving clusters [14], group pattern
[15], etc.
Let us assume that we have a group of moving objects ODB = {o1 , o2 , . . . , oz },
a set of timestamps TDB = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } and at each timestamp ti ∈ TDB , spatial information14 x, y for each object. . Usually, in spatio-temporal mining, we
are interested in extracting a group of objects staying together during a period of
time. Therefore, from now, O = {oi1 , oi2 , . . . , oip }(O ⊆ ODB ) stands for a group
12
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(a) Swarm
(b) Convoy
Fig. 5. An example of swarm and convoy where c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 are clusters.

of objects, T = {ta1 , ta2 , . . . , tam } (T ⊆ TDB ) is the set of timestamps within
which objects stay together. Let ε be a user-defined threshold standing for a
minimum number of objects and mint a minimum number of timestamps. Thus
|O| (resp. |T |) must be greater than or equal to ε (resp. mint ). Here we focus on
two particular patterns to illustrate. Informally, a swarm is a group of moving
objects O containing at least ε individuals which are closed each other for at
least mint timestamps. For example, as shown in Figure 5a, if we set ε = 2 and
mint = 2, we can find the following swarms ({o1 , o2 }, {t1 , t3 }), ({o1 , o2 }, {t1 , t4 }),
({o1 , o2 }, {t3 , t4 }), ({o1 , o2 }, {t1 , t3 , t4 }). We can also note that these swarms are
in fact redundant since they can be grouped together in the following closed
swarm ({o1 , o2 }, {t1 , t3 , t4 }). A convoy is also a group of objects such that
these objects are closed each other during at least mint consecutive time points.
For instance, on Figure 5, with ε = 2, mint = 2 we have two convoys ({o1 , o2 },
{t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 }) and ({o1 , o2 , o3 }, {t3 , t4 }). Recently in [16] we proposed Get Move
an unifying approach for extracting all these kinds of patterns. Furthermore in
[17], we proposed new kinds of patterns, called gradual patterns. For instance,
they can be useful to extract gradual trajectories such as: ”From October to
December the more time passes, the more Eagle are moving from Canada to
Mexico” or ”From June to July, the more the time goes by, the more people
are going to Miami”. All these approaches share the same pre-processing: a
clustering algorithm is applied (e.g. DBSCAN) for extracting clusters grouping
together objects closed to the same location. During our research we considered
that the clustering can be applied in other dimensions. Recently, we defined a
new project called PoloP15 (Political Opinion Mining) which aims to cope with
the analysis of the evolution of French political communities over Twitter during
2012 both in terms of relevant terms, opinions, behaviors. 2012 is particularly
important for French political communities dues the two main elections: Presidential and Legislative. From the 12th December 2011 to the 19th June 2012,
we thus obtained 2,122,012 tweets from 213,005 users. For 130,618 tweets, 232
users can unambiguously be assigned to a political party (i.e. user is a politician
or an official political community account). By using our defined measures (C.f.
Section 2.2), we can select for different political parties the set of relevant words
at different periods (see Figure 6). In order to extract interesting trajectories
for different parties we applied a clustering technique, for each party, on the
top-k set of relevant terms over time. Thus, we group together users from the
same party sharing the same words. Figure 7 illustrates a kind of trajectory
that might be extracted from the political tweets. In February 2012, in one of
15
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Fig. 6. An example of the most relevant words of parties: (a) Left Party and (b) Right
Party.

the first debate, the focus of the French election campaign suddenly shifts from
the economy to racism and national identity. For the right party, as we can notice, during the debate, most of used words are such that lots of party members
shared the same words. Just after the debate, some right party users move to
another cluster where words such as ”national identity”, ”France” while other
ones shift to other topic like ”elections”. Actually, during the debate the main
trend was to motivate some electors from the extreme right. During this time, as
we can notice, in the left party, as it is illustrated through the gradual pattern,
the left party uses completely different kinds of words but just when right users
behavior split.

Fig. 7. An example of a trajectory that can be extracted from tweets.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we first proposed a new approach to analyze tweets from their
multidimensional characteristics. The originality of our proposal is to define and
manipulate cubes of tweets. We have shown that the analysis of tweets requires
the definition of new measures and that a contextualization step is relevant.
Then we investigated how pattern mining and more precisely trajectories can
be useful for analyzing tweet user behaviors. Future work involves several issues.
First we want to extend the proposed approach to take into account opinions or
feelings expressed in the tweets. Furthermore, as too many trajectories can be
extracted from tweets, we would like to investigate how the minimal description
length can be used to report only the most relevant patterns, i.e. top-k patterns.
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